IMPROVE YOUR PROTECTION AGAINST SECURITY BREACHES
Cyber threats continue to advance and become more persistent and the need for 24/7 threat monitoring is critical. But the cost
and manpower needed to do that level of monitoring in-house can be prohibitive for many organizations. With Montra’s SIEM-asa-Service solution, you don’t have to do this alone. Whether our security experts co-manage your existing SIEM or build a hybrid
SIEM arrangement, you are better able to leverage your organization’s investment and improve your security posture.

There is an average of 49.6 days between a data breach
being discovered and reported
- Vigilan Security

HOW MONTRA HELPS
A managed SIEM solution takes away all headaches and ensures a company gets the full value from their SIEM investment. When
you trust your SIEM solution to Montra, our security experts will keep a watchful eye on all data points, look for suspicious activity,
provide quick visibility and deliver fast responses to ensure timely alerts to any security anomalies. Additionally, Our cybersecurity
experts will tune your SIEM, adding correlation rules and building hundreds of use cases to improve your SIEM’s performance and
help you get more value and use out of your current cybersecurity posture.
By monitoring network traffic and threat points, Montra’s SIEM-as-a-Service offering provides you with all the services expected
with your SIEM device investment at a fraction of the cost of bringing resources in house to manage your security posture. These
services include:
• SIEM and Log Management
• Intrusion Detection

• Threat Intelligence
• Compliance Management

COMPLETE MANAGEMENT OF YOUR SIEM APPLICATION
A properly managed SIEM solution is the protection your business needs to aggregate relevant data from multiple sources or
intrusion points, identify deviations from the norm and take appropriate action. When you rely on Montra’s SIEM-as-a-Service
solution, you get the security you need, in addition to:
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GAIN FULL VISIBILITY INTO YOUR SIEM
PERFORMANCE
Montra’s SIEM-as-a-Service offering leverages VIA, our data
visualization tool that uses highly automated data and security
orchestration provides your company with insight into securityrelated incidents and events, which could indicate malicious activity.
It monitors and analyzes all of your device’s logging data, including
workstations, servers, routers, firewalls, switches, IDS/IPS and any
other devices that generate data.
VIA then aggregates this data into one place and analyzed to
generate alerts for potential indicators of compromise, enable
threat intelligence and incite a response, if necessary. The powerful
reporting features also allows companies to prepare reports required
in all regulated industries.

SERVICES INTEGRATED INTO YOUR
EXISTING OPERATIONS
A SIEM solution is an incredible, and necessary, tool that’s used to keep your organization se-cure and protected from cyber
threats. A SIEM can’t operate in a silo though. It needs constant tuning, maintenance and monitoring in order for it to work
effectively. Montra’s SIEM-as-a-Service solution ensures that your SIEM is properly configured and tuned to incorporate any security weaknesses throughout your network.
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ABOUT MONTRA SOLUTIONS
Montra Solutions is a software-enabled managed services provider specializing in Cloud, Security, Devices, and Infrastructure solutions. Headquartered in
Atlanta, Montra simplifies the management of increasingly complex IT operations with software that better integrates and automates the monitoring and
management of modern IT. Montra’s innovations are enabling scalability and consolidation for the highly fragmented, multi-billion-dollar managed services
industry.

montra.io

+1 404-665-9675
info@montra.io

